
Quite Rather

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Now he could see _________ ruefully how completely improbable it was
that anybody could put across a technical device merely by proving its value,
without making anybody want it.

1.

At dessert the conversation turned upon a then recent tragedy in which a
great reputation had gone down, and young England spoke _________
contemptuously of the victim, with the superior surprise human beings
generally express about the sin which does not happen to be theirs.

2.

Then, _________ naturally, put the roses to his lips as he was walking off
the platform.
3.

He is lively and unassuming, _________ vulgar, very good-humoured.4.

Mrs. Johnson was a somewhat portly woman turned of sixty, whose face
had settled into severe lines, and she eyed her visitors _________
suspiciously.

5.

Perhaps it was only because I confused my brain with wild guesses, but
from some things she said one would think she was free as air; from others,
that she was tied down to a _________ monotonous kind of existence.

6.

Derrick flung himself into a chair, feeling _________ dubious about his
strength, all at once.
7.

She spoke with the utmost suavity, the patient hostess with _________
tiresome guests.
8.

His garments were, moreover, well worn and _________ coarse; like his
planter ancestors, he never fancied that dress could add anything to the
dignity of a gentleman.

9.

Jerry viewed her companion's smiling face _________ sulkily.10.

She took the matter _________ reasonably, philosophically.11.
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Knowing that I dare not approach from the road, I crawled wearily over the
fence, and _________ reluctantly began my old tactics of flanking the place
and advancing in the rear of it.

12.

She's had a pretty tough time of it: I judge from your _________
disreputable appearance.
13.

All he knew was that the face was that of a man, and this was _________
enough to make him madly jealous.
14.

Presently a young woman unlocked the gate at the lower end, and came
in with two little children _________ queerly dressed.
15.

Moreover, even under this _________ hazy toleration, those who believe
either more or less than the bulk of their fellow-countrymen and who boldly
proclaim their belief usually find themselves at a political disadvantage.

16.

It was _________ possible that his adversary might kill him in this duel.17.

Carol was _________ ready to yield the place of honor.18.

Lucy felt as if she would like to run away, but that she felt would be
cowardly, so she stood her ground, and made, sensibly enough, the best of
matters in what was decidedly a _________ awkward encounter.

19.

Mr. Wallace's essay, on the other hand, was admirably expressed and
_________ clear.
20.
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